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INTRODUCTION
The independent Kerslake Review of the council's governance and organisational capabilities was jointly commissioned by the Leader of the Council and the Secretary of
State for DCLG. The findings were published in December 2014.
Whilst not an easy read, an objective assessment of an organisation's position and opportunities is always valuable. In many ways, the Kerslake Review helpfully
confirmed our emerging thinking and plans and has added extra momentum and focus to the work on change that we started in 2014: what kind of organisation we
intend to be and how we deliver against that ambition. We had identified some critical areas that the council needs to progress rapidly during 2015 to put the
organisation on a surer footing for the future, which were also central to the review, in particular:
o
o
o
o

Clear values, purpose and vision for the future council, along with its future operating model;
A medium term outcomes-driven council and financial plan to take us to 2020/21;
Strategic alignment of outcomes, resources, policy-making, service delivery, governance and roles and responsibilities; and
Sufficient senior leadership capacity to transform the organisation and deliver sustainable change.

We agreed with DCLG that we would develop an action plan in response to the recommendations, to be monitored by an independent improvement panel. We are clear
that this is our plan because the recommendations fit squarely within our change programme for the future of the council and our planned improvements for the way we
organise and manage ourselves.
The starting point in developing this action plan has been to articulate what we are trying to achieve; that is, how will the council behave, organise and govern itself in
the future. These "vision statements" - set out on page 6 - are essential: there is little point writing a plan that does not set out what success will look like when all the
actions are delivered. This should not be confused with our vision of the future purpose, functions, and structure of the council; that is a critical piece of work for the
council and this plan helps to shape the framework and journey for getting there.
We recognise that a single action plan of this breadth is inevitably high level. It will be translated into a more detailed set of implementation plans that set out the key
steps, timescales, and resources for making this happen; some of this will be progressed through the design and delivery of the emerging council change programme.
This next stage of planning creates the opportunity for wider engagement in shaping up the detail.
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APPROACH
The focus of this plan and our actions this year will be to point us in the right direction and establish the foundations for transforming the council over the
coming years. Ultimately, the delivery of this action plan will be integrated into the organisation's overarching change programme - "future council" - our
response to the national policy and finance changes that are irrevocably altering the face of local government and public services.
The Kerslake report recognises that the changes required of the council will take some years to implement and take effect. This is not a quick fix plan. We know
that attempting to deliver fully against every recomendation in year one would create a programme that lacks priorities and focus, challenges capacity, and
overwhelms the organisation with change activity. We would not, therefore, achieve the ‘step change’ that we need.
We have, therefore, prioritised delivery against the recommendations to establish a logical ordering and phasing that gives us the best chance of success. We
have taken into account what needs to happen now and what will make the most impact in achieving our vision. In particular:
Planning, performance and partnerships
Our move to a new planning framework has clear links and dependencies to the "city vision" that we want to agree by the end of 2015. The council,
together with partners, will have a lead role to play in helping to deliver the shared ambition and vision for the city. In our first year, we have three key
aims:
1. to design our ideal planning framework and how we transition from the current to new arrangements.
2. to review and simplify our current plans to achieve greater clarity and alignment of our priorities, plans and budgets.
3. to work with partners to agree a shared vision and ambition for the city.
The wholesale redesign of our performance framework will form a key component of the council's future operating model in 2016 and will naturally need to
align to the council's business plan and priorities. We recognise, however, that we need to take some immediate action to ensure we have clearer line of
sight on performance. During 2015, we will, therefore, undertake a light-touch review of our performance management framework to simplify it and
ensure it is focused on the key issues and priorities for the organisation during 2015/16.
Strategic and financial planning
One of the most urgent areas we need to address in 2015 is our financial planning; not only taking a longer term view but also ensuring we have a fully
integrated council, service and financial plan for the organisation. Our priority in year 1 is to develop the first iteration of a five-year plan. Critical to this will
be agreeing a draft outline vision and operating principles for the council that provides a clear framework for guiding the development of service and
budget options. We will have to review, refine and iterate this as we progress but this is an essential shift we need to make quickly. We know the current
council model is not financially sustainable and we expect that managing demand will form a critical part of our five year plan.
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Cultural change
Cultural change is at the heart of our plan and change programme. We need to change not only what we do but the way we do it and that needs to be
built on core, shared values. But cultural change does not happen overnight. Ultimately, we will design our future operating model (our roles, structures,
processes, and systems) to encourage those behaviours that we expect of ourselves as officers and members and reflect our shared values.
We have already made a positive start on this journey by developing our values: "Forward: The Birmingham Way". We are conscious, however, that we
need to deliver some demonstrable change both internally and externally. We will, therefore, design and implement a specific cultural change plan for year
1 that focuses on the way we work together: officers, members and partners

Looking to the future
This plan marks is a key turning point for the council and our city. We have an opportunity to draw a line under the past, focus on the future, and take forward a
programme of significant change that will deliver real and positive change for our council, our partners and all those who work and live in our city.
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GOVERNANCE
The formal governance arrangements in respect of reporting to central government and the residents of Birmingham are being formally agreed with the Independent
Improvement Panel.
From an internal, council management perspective, we will be delivering this action plan through our "Future Council" change programme. In so doing, we are
applying the discipline and rigour of good project and programme management to establish our internal governance arrangements. This will ensure we have in place
regular reporting and performance management against clear measures, milestones and timescales.
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VISION FOR THE WAY WE OPERATE IN FUTURE
These statements are intended to set out what we are trying to achieve through delivery of this action plan. That is, how will the council behave, organise and govern itself in the future.
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MILESTONE MAP 2015
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ACTION PLAN 1.
Theme
Sub theme

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY
ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES & CULTURE

Kerslake reference
3a, 3c, 3d

Issues we need to address

Historic failure to take collectively the big decisions to tackle the city and council's problems and be clear with residents on
choices that need to be made
Reluctance to take personal responsibility for confronting and addressing issues
Blurring of member and officer roles and responsibilities and unclear boundaries
Historic culture of avoiding the issue or blaming it on the size of the council and city

Aim

i
ii
iii
iv

Roles, responsibilities, behaviour and ways of working for officers and members are clear and understood
Expectations and how performance will be measured reflect priorities and are clearly articulated and understood
Support services are aligned to organisational priorities and strengthen support to service areas and the Chief Executive
Sufficient leadership capacity is in place to enable the Chief Executive to fulfil the corporate leadership role and deliver successfully a
transformation programme

What will make the difference?
Recognition that our own behaviour needs to change
A solutions-focused, "can do" attitude to the challenges ahead
Deliberately creating a more positive narrative for the council and the city
Transparency in decision making and willingness to listen and act on feedback
ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY

Action
Roles and responsibilities
1 Re-issue, to officers and members, member roles and behaviours as set out in the
constitution and clarify the difference between political and organisational policy.

ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES & CULTURE
Timescale

Measures

Feb-15

Senior members and officers are aware of and know where to
Director Legal Services
find the definition of roles and responsibilities
Staff know what the senior team are responsible for delivering in
year 1
Analysis from consultation gives clear indication if further
Director Legal Services
guidance is required

2 Consult a sample of members and officers to ascertain the need for supplementary Mar-15
guidance or development to clarify strategic, executive, independent scrutiny and
community roles and inform training needs analysis and development programme.
3 Design and initiate a member development programme, including member
May-15
induction and a response to assessment of immediate training needs.
4 As part of the programme, design and deliver a series of externally facilitated
Jun-15
workshops during 2015/16 focused on the roles, responsibilities, and behavioural of
members and officers in their interface with each other.

Senior members and officers have absolute clarity on roles and
responsibilities
Attendance at workshops
Positive feedback over period - individual and group reflection

Responsible

Director Delivery
CEx & Leader
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ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY

ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES & CULTURE

Action
5 Secure joint officer and member agreement on how to monitor and manage
adherence to roles and responsibilities and communicate to all members and staff

Timescale
Jul-15

Measures
Clear approach with consequences for non compliance
Cross party and officer support

Responsible
CEx & Leader

6 Implement monitoring and management arrangements for member and officer
roles.
Shared expectations - capacity, capability and performance
7 Set clear expectations for the senior leadership team aligned to strategic priorities
and transformation plan
8 Implement the new performance development framework (PDR) for officers

Jul-15

Application of consequences in line with agreed approach

CEx & Leader

Mar-15

Senior leadership team is clear on its organisational and
directorate responsibilities and expectations from the CE
Officers and members are clear on how expectations are set and
performance will be monitored and managed
Officers and members are clear on how expectations are set and
performance will be monitored and managed
Senior officers see the world through others' eyes as well as their
own
Individual and strategic development plans agreed

CEx

9 Develop and implement an equivalent performance review framework for elected
members with SRAs - starting with Cabinet members
10 Design and complete 360 degree reviews for senior officers

Apr-15
May-15
Autumn 15

11 Analyse and agree development plan based on outcome of 360 degree reviews - as Winter 15
part of strategic workforce planning
Support services and leadership capacity
12 Develop and sign off a high level operating model for support services and share
with the organisation
13 Initiate development of the detailed operating model and implementation plan for
integrated support services
14 Engage with internal customers to agree and deliver immediate and urgent changes
to support services and processes to be addressed in the short term
15 Review and update the detailed model in line with the outline vision, purpose and
design principles for the council on 2020
16 Full implementation of the new support services operating model

Apr-15
May-15
Summer 15
Autumn 15

Leader and Group
Leaders
Director Delivery
CEx, Strategic Directors
and Director Delivery

Director Delivery
Outline model agreed with clear purpose and design principles
and communciated
Detailed model agreed with clarity on expected financial savings Director Delivery
and improvements in quality
Director Delivery
Improvement to the "top 10" issues

17 Review the strategic leadership capacity requirements in light of creation of the
Joint Economic Unit

Mar-15

18 Develop and agree a costed model for ensuring effective strategic leadership for
economy including active exploration of a senior skills lead.
19 Undertake an assessment of senior leadership capacity for both core business and
the council's transformation programme

Apr-15
Mar-15

Support services clearly aligned to organisational priorities
Clear understanding of role and purpose of support services
Support services clearly aligned to organisational priorities
Realisation of financial and quality benefits
Chief Executive's capacity in relation to economy is augmented
through resolving leadership and additional capacity
requirements of the Joint Economic Unit.
Panel are satisfied that there is clear and sufficient senior
leadership for the Joint Economic Unit
Clarity on requirements

20 Develop a costed resource plan for change capacity, including senior leadership,
and submit to DCLG

Mar-15

Joint resourcing of improvement activity agreed with DCLG

Mar-16

Director Delivery

Director Delivery

CEx and DCLG lead
officer

Director Delivery
CEx & Leader

CEx & Leader
CEx
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ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY

Action
21 Develop, agreed and implement solutions to ensure sufficient senior leadership
capacity is in place to drive and deliver change

Culture
22 Sign off and publish the values and behaviours for the organisation and initiate a
programme to embed these
23 Design and cost a year 1 culture change programme of specific and visible
initiatives, using behavioural insight, to signal a shift in the way we do things,
including innovation projects / prototypes, collective responsibility
24 Establish a cross party member and officer group to shape and champion
engagement with staff and members on values and behaviours
25 Implement the first year cultural change programme with an agreed baseline and
measures for assessing impact

ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES & CULTURE
Timescale
Apr-15

Measures
Responsible
CEx & Leader
Increased confidence from EMT and Improvement Panel that
sufficient capacity is in place to deliver priorities
Demonstrable progress in addressing Kerslake recommendations
by Dec 15

Feb-15

CEx
Staff are aware of the values
Values are reflected in service and individual dev plans with new
PDR reflecting the behaviours
Director Delivery
Programme agreed and resourced

Apr-15

Spring 15
Jun-15

26 Undertake an independent assessment of the organisation's cultural shift to assess Winter 15
impact of changes and inform ongoing plans
27 Incorporate values and specific cultural change initiatives into the future council
programme and strategic workforce plan [using behavioural insight to design in
desired behaviours]

Spring 16

Cross party member and officer agreement on cultural change
and expectations
Members, officers and stakeholders report positive change
Members and officers can articulate the desired culture for the
council
First assessment of effectiveness of programme and wider
changes on the culture and achieving the "vision" for the way we
work
JDs and recruitment process tests and reflects values and desired
culture and behaviours

CEx and Leader
CEx & Leader

CEx & Leader

Director Delivery
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ACTION PLAN 2.
Theme
Sub theme

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY, FINANCIAL AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC PLANNING

Issues we need to address

Birmingham City Council’s members and senior officers have failed to take collectively the big strategic decisions needed to
tackle the problems the city faces and to be sufficiently clear with residents about the choices that need to be made.
The council faces very significant budget difficulties in the next few years and currently plans on addressing these in part by
seeking new funding from central Government.

Aim

i
ii
iii
iv

Kerslake reference
3b, 5

A "policy deployment" planning framework and cycle that integrates the city and council vision, purpose, outcomes, and budget, and provides a
clear, single set of priorities
A single, deliverable long-term council and financial plan for 2020/21 that sets out the future role and operating model for the council
A deliverable budget for 16/17 that aligns with the long term plan
A single, corporately-led change programme is in place and progressing with design and delivery of the future council, incorporating the
recommendations and spirit of the Kerslake review.

What will make the difference?
Taking a long term planning view through to 2020/21 while recognising the detailed plans will be subject to review and refinement
Willingness and resolve to have one council plan and one set of priorities based on outcomes - and to make some difficult decisions
Openness to new ideas, creativity and innovation - a shared desire to think beyond current constraints and boundaries
Constructive challenge and collaboration across the senior officer and member team
Conscious acceptance and commitment to adjusting the 2015/16 council plan mid-year, if required
ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY, FINANCIAL AND PERFORMANCE
STRATEGIC PLANNING
MANAGEMENT

Action
Strategic and financial planning
1 Finalise future years' resource forecast to establish financial envelope for service
planning
2 Design and agree methodology, approach and timescales for developing long-term
service and financial plan for 2020/21 (and detailed budget for 16/17)
3 Agree an outline purpose and design principles for the council to frame the service
and financial planning through to 2020

Timescale

Measures

Responsible

Jan-15

Signed off resource forecast and underpinning planning
assumptions
Sign off and commitment to participate at senior leadership
team
Outline agreed and published internally
Clear alignment with future council programme

Director of Corporate
Finance
Director of Corporate
Finance
CEx and Leader

Forecasts accepted by Council and Central Government and
inform planning decisions
Agreement of future operating models
Basis of consultation on 16/17 options in context of journey to
2020
Credible and deliverable plans for 16/17

Director of Corporate
Finance and SDs

Mar-15
Mar-15

4 Initiate approach for modelling future operating model and service delivery models May-15
in financial envelope and phasing for implementing through to 2020
5 Prepare detailed options for 16/17

Oct-15

6 Review and consult on detailed 2016/17 budget proposals and the evolving
medium/long term service and financial planning

Winter 15

CEx & Strategic
Directors
CEx and Strategic
Directors
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ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY, FINANCIAL AND PERFORMANCE
STRATEGIC PLANNING
MANAGEMENT

Action
7 Routemap for implementing new operating model and financial savings through to
2020
8 Complete appraisal and selection of service changes / budget options for 16/17
Planning framework and performance
Planning framework
9 Agree key criteria and principles for new planning framework, e.g. policy
deployment, approach, outcomes-driven focus, integrated service and financial
plans
10 Agree approach, plan and timescales for mid-year intervention to review existing
Council Plan and initiatives and reset planning framework and timescales

Timescale
Winter 15
Feb-16

Measures
Clear basis for future council programme delivery over next 3
years
Council signs off and publishes 2016/17 budget

Responsible
CEx and Strategic
Directors
Leader and CEx

Feb-15

Principles signed off and published internally

CEx

Mar-15

Approach signed off by Cabinet and Officers
Agreement on how to resolve potential differences in view

Executive Management
Team (EMT)

11 Design new planning framework and cycle, including incorporation of the Leader's
Policy Statement, to establish a single corporate plan and single set of priorities,
and test with the senior team
12 Sign off planning framework design
13 Develop transition plan for implementation of new planning framework: yr 1:
strategic alignment; yr 2: resource alignment; yr 3: full policy deployment
14 Implement first phase of new planning framework
Performance management framework
15 Complete a light touch review of the performance framework: alignment to
priorities and effectiveness in providing clear line of sight for EMT
16 Design and consult on any adjustments made to better align to priorities and enable
clearer line of sight
17 Implement adjustments for year 1
18 Full review and redesign of performance management to flow from planning
framework
19 Design and implement an officer and member development programme for
effective performance management
Future operations
20 Agree plan for design of "Future Council" change programme

May-15

CEx

May-15
May-15

Draft framework developed and agreed with CLT
Leader's Policy Statement aligns and is consistent with the
overall framework
Framework signed off
Clear plan and rationale for transitioning to new framework

Jun-15

New planning framework in place.

CEx

Feb-15

Performance framework and performance discussions better
reflect priorities
Cabinet and Strategic Directors report better line of sight

Head of Strategy

Mar-15
Apr-15
Winter 15
Apr-16

Performance framework and performance discussions clearly
align to priorities and focus on impact and outcomes
Cabinet and members report better anticipation of and
organisational grip on performance issues

Jan-15

Signed off purpose and immediate priorities

21 Develop draft resource plan for delivery of programme - capacity and skills - to
inform paper on leadership capacity
22 Agree purpose, scope and design of future council change programme
23 Finalise resource plan
24 Review existing initatives and projects against the outline vision and programme
purpose to test alignment - agree whether to stop, pause, adjust, continue

Feb-15

Programme design signed off with clear resources plan and
funding

25 Review and agree governance for programme

Apr-15

Mar-15
Mar-15
Apr-15

CEx
CEx

Head of Strategy
Head of Strategy
Head of Strategy
Head of Strategy

CEx and Director
Delivery

Rationalisation of activity and stronger alignment of activity and CEx and Director
resources to organisational priorities and direction
Delivery
Agreed governance framework

Director Delivery
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ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY, FINANCIAL AND PERFORMANCE
STRATEGIC PLANNING
MANAGEMENT

Action
26 Fully mobilise the programme

Timescale
May-15

27 Review programme scope in line with medium term service and financial planning

Jan-16

28 Agree programme priorities and scope for years 2-3
29 Update design of programme to reflect new priorities and medium term plans and
deliver the outcome of the operating and service delivery models work

Jan-16
Feb-16

Measures
Vehicle in place with clear purpose and infrastructure to deliver
the first phase of organisational change 2015/16
Programme designed to support the medium term priorities and
plans

Responsible
Director Delivery
CEx & Strategic
Directors
Director Delivery
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ACTION PLAN 3.
Theme
Sub theme

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY
HR & WORKFORCE PLANNING

Issues we need to address

Birmingham City Council does not have a workforce plan for the future or the processes in place to manage the existing
workforce effectively.
Birmingham City Council needs to strengthen its Human Resources function to clarify member roles, ensure senior leadership
capacity for people change, engage in strategic workforce planning, and address immediate workforce issues.

Aim

i
ii
iii
iv

Kerslake reference
Rec 6

The strategic executive role for workforce and HR is vested in the Deputy Leader and the role of elected members in workforce issues is limited to
appeals and the appointment of the Chief Executive, Strategic Directors and Directors
Implementation of a strategic workforce plan aligned to the council's priorities and medium term plan
Addressing and making a difference to the immediate workforce issues of recruitment, retention and succession planning
Re-establish sufficient capability and capacity at a senior level to lead people change and workforce planning

What will make the difference?
A clear purpose and operating principles to guide the workforce plan
Ruthless determination to address the immediate recruitment and retention issues
Challenge to the status quo by recognising and acting on the leadership imperative
ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY

Action
Member roles in HR and strategic workforce planning
1 Identify and agree approach to address immediate issues in relation to member
roles in workforce and HR matters.
2 Review and reissue the roles of members in relation to HR including restating the
strategic executive responsibilities for HR and workforce issues vested in the
Deputy Leader.
3 Decommission the HR & Employment Committee and implement the agreed new
arrangements
4 Conduct a review of HR policies to ensure alignment with direction on member
roles and make any amendments required
5 Design and undertake a light touch mid year review of member involvement in HR
and workforce planning
Senior leadership for HR, people change and workforce planning
6 Appoint a senior person to lead people change and workforce planning

HR & WORKFORCE PLANNING
Timescale

Measures

Feb-15

A new approach is agreed both internally and with the
CEx and Director
Independent Improvement Panel that fulfils the Kerslake Review Delivery
The above approach is rolled out and takes root quickly
CEx and Director
Delivery

Feb-15

Responsible

Feb-15

Changes are reflected in the Constitution in March 15

CEx and Director
Delivery

Summer 15

Review completed to the satisfaction of internal monitoring
processes and scrutiny from the Independent Improvement
Panel completed to the satisfaction of internal monitoring
Review
processes and scrutiny from the Independent Improvement
Panel

Director Delivery

Visible leadership and momentum behind people change and
workforce plans

Chief Executive

Autumn 15

Jan-15

Director Delivery
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ACTION PLAN 2015

LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY

HR & WORKFORCE PLANNING

Action
7 Test the proposals for HR in the support services review against the outline
priorities and purpose for the council and urgent priorities in children's services
8 Develop a draft strategic workforce plan in conjunction with strategic service and
financial planning process and direction for future purpose of the council
9 Agree strategic workforce plan - detail for 16/17 and outline for 17/18 onwards ensuring alignment to council priorities and vision for future council
Recruitment and retention issues
10 Respond to immediate recruitment and retention issues within the children's
workforce, including the provision of effective HR business support aligned to the
11 Develop and sign off a coherent, strategic response to the issues within the
children's services workforce with resources to deliver

Timescale
Feb-15

Measures
The review ensures alignment

Responsible
Director Delivery

Autumn 15

The Cabinet/Cabinet Member and Independent Improvement
Panel endorse the plan
As above

Director Delivery

Director Delivery

12 Undertake a cross council assessment of current or impending workforce issues, in
particular recruitment and retention and succession planning
13 Initiate response to immediate issues in year 1 and use the analysis to inform the
wider strategic workforce planning of the future council programme
Whistleblowing
14 Ensure cross council whistleblowing is in place and meets standard of that in
children's services
15 Establish regular monitoring of whistleblowing to assess effectiveness and identify
themes for organisational learning or performance review
16 Design and complete an evaluation of the effectiveness of the whistleblowing
process

May-15

Positive feedback from the service and Lord Warner
Independent assessment from Lord Warner
Feedback from the service and independent assessment from
Lord Warner
Improved performance in recruitment and retention
Comprehensive analysis, risk assessment and options appraisal
completed
Solutions/actions integrated into the workforce plan

Process in place and easily accessible to staff, partners and
residents
Regular reports are fed back to CEx and Strategic Directors as
part of performance management
Evaluation completed, any further recommendations
incorporated into the plan

Director Legal Services

Dec-15

Jan-15
Mar-15

Jun-15

Dec-14
Jan-15
Jan-16

Chief Executive

Director Delivery

Director Delivery
Director Delivery

Director Legal Services
Director Legal Services
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ACTION PLAN 4.
Theme
Sub theme

SIZE AND STRUCTURE
DEVOLUTION, ADMINISTRATION and LOCAL DELIVERY

Issues we need to address

- The large number of councillors means the council is difficult to run and has encouraged individual councillors to micromanage services. The size of the wards means some councillors are struggling to connect their communities with the council.
The current pattern of elections by thirds has not helped the council’s ability to take strategic decisions.
- The existing devolution arrangements in the city are not financially viable and need to be reformed. The new model for
devolution needs to recognise the reality of very limited resources and the need for effective and efficient governance
alongside more powerful community engagement.
- The Council is in danger of missing out on the opportunities offered by a combined authority and further devolution to secure
the economic resurgence of the area and ensure growth for the future

Aim

i
ii
iii
iv

Kerslake reference
Rec. 4, 7, 10

Cross party agreement on the purpose and function of district committees, ward committees and any other locality arrangements. Likewise
agreement about the proposed roles for ward councillors
Agreed timescales and approach for electoral cycle and boundary commission review reflected in local planning assumptions
Agreed planning assumptions following the outcome of the combined authority governance review
Exploration of the benefits of quadrants and districts for service planning and delivery models

What will make the difference?
Working across parties and sectors to focus on what is best for the city and the council
An outward looking approach and curiosity about the opportunities from a regional model
Use of robust data analysis and intelligence to inform plans and decision making
Putting in place the right support infrastructure and development that enables members to fulfil their roles and operate as community leaders
ACTION PLAN 2015
SIZE AND STRUCTUREDEVOLUTION, ADMINISTRATION and LOCAL DELIVERY
Action
Timescale
Measures
Electoral Cycle and Boundary Commission
1 Prepare for and attend meeting with Boundary Commission on 6 Feb to discuss and Jan-15
Clear position and objectives for the meeting
agree approach and timescales
Outcome satisfactory for BCC and BC
2 Designate lead officer for engagement with Boundary Commission
Jan-15
Named officer with capacity and mandate to lead on behalf of
officers
3 Council Business Management Committee (CMBC) to set out approach,
Feb-15
All relevant parties are clear on what is required and timescales.
requirements and timescales for submission of proposals for the "preliminary
Council and Cabinet proposals reflect council priorities and
investigation", including joint or separate responses
intelligence, issues and considerations.
Senior officer and members able to input as relevant
4 Submission of proposals for Boundary Commission "preliminary investigation"

TBC

5 Provide requisite input and support to the commission

Ongoing

Proposals submitted on time and meet quality standards of
Leader and CE.
Positive feedback from Boundary Commission

Responsible
Group Leaders and CEx
CEx
CMBC and cross-party
Governance Review
Group

Group Leaders and CEx
Leader and CEx
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ACTION PLAN 2015
SIZE AND STRUCTUREDEVOLUTION, ADMINISTRATION and LOCAL DELIVERY
Action
Timescale
Measures
Devolution
6 Incorporate the City Council's and stakeholders' response(s) to the Kerslake Review Jan-15
Consultation document clearly sets out options for future
recommendations on devolution into the consultation on purpose and functions of
purpose and functions of quadrants, districts, wards and
administrative levels below the City Council
localities
Apr-15
In line with 6 above, establish clear vision for future purpose and functions of
Consultation document clearly sets out options for future
district committees and agree transition plan and timescales for implementing
purpose and functions of district committees
In line with 6 above, develop cross party consensus on underpinning principles for Apr-15
Member support and buy-in
role of members at locality levels
In line with 6 above, develop and appraise options and phasing for changes to city Apr-15
Consultation document clearly sets out options for future
wide scrutiny through the consultation on administrative levels
operation of scrutiny
7 Make preparatory arrangements for amending the constitution in May 2015 for
Feb-15
Constitution changed in May 15
immediate changes to district committees, including decommissioning the
community chest
8 Review results of consultation and publish a full new scheme for administrative
Aug-15
Clear articulation of purpose of levels and how they support
arrangements below city level (district, wards and localities)
efficient and effective local government
Consideration and resolution of financial implications for
infrastructure and support
Locality delivery models
9 Establish principles and infrastructure requirements to support integration and
Spring 15
Approach that considers interfaces between all services
collaboration at a local level and place based management
10 Review implications of full council agreement on outcome of governance review for Jul-15
Implications fully considered and appropriate actions taken
service delivery and management, including member:officer interface and roles

Responsible
Service Director
Devolution
Service Director
Devolution
Group Leaders
Service Director
Devolution
Leader

Leader

Strategic Directors
Strategic Directors

11 Explore the benefits and opportunities of localities (quadrants and districts) for
service delivery and management
Combined authority governance review
12 Assign lead officers and members as key liaison points for engagement in review

Summer 15

Appraisal of options through service and financial planning
process

Strategic Directors

Feb-15

CEx

13 Develop and submit proposals for combined authority governance review
14 Develop planning assumptions - governance, financial and service - based on the
outcome of the review

TBC
Autumn 15

CA Programme Board and workstreams populated with
appropriate BCC leads
To be carried out in partnership with other authorities
To be carried out in partnership with other authorities

TBC
TBC
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ACTION PLAN 5.
Theme
Sub theme

COMMUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIP
COMMUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIP

Kerslake reference
8, 9, 11

Issues we need to address

There is a lack of a shared vision for the future of the city and of a citywide partnership needed to create it.
The council has an attitude to partnerships of “if it’s worth doing, the council should do it”. This paternalism risks alienating
partners and means the council is missing opportunities to work with partners and communities to deliver the services people
need.
Improving skills and employability in the local area must be a priority and there is the urgent need for a distinctive approach in
the most deprived parts of Birmingham.

Aim

i
ii
iii
iv

A shared, long term vision - ambitious for the city and our residents - reflected in the council's priorities and business plan
An established city partnership that facilitates and champions dialogue and collaboration across a network of partners
A closer relationship between elected members and their local communities
Momentum and progress in improving the skills and employability in the east of the city through a partnership approach

What will make the difference / success factors
A city vision that transcends party politics and focuses on what is best for the city and our residents in the long term
A concept of partnerships that goes beyond the traditional and offers equity and an open door for dialogue
A willingness from the Council to let others take the lead where it delivers better outcomes and to recognise what part it can best play
Collaboration, commitment and full engagement of partners and communities
Clarity and consensus on the purpose and role of the City Partnership and Vision linked to the macro outcomes for the city
ACTION PLAN 2015

COMMUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIP

Action
Skills and employment
1 Develop plan and proposals with key partners and stakeholders for creation of
partnership initiative for improving employment and skills in most deprived parts of
2 Agree measures and framework for evaluating effectiveness
3 Agree proposal and plans with Government
4 Launch partnership vehicle
5 Evaluate progress and impact
"City Partnership Group"
6 Hold a stakeholder event to invite partners to take the lead in setting up a city
partnership and developing a city vision

COMMUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIP
Timescale

Measures

Responsible

Jan-15

Evidence of results and impact by December 15

East Birmingham
Employment & Skills
Initiative

Feb-15

Secured commitment from partners to progress partnership
group

Chief Executive pro tem

7 Agree and communicate purpose of a city partnership

Mar-15

8 Agree approach and plan with key partners for establishing the City Partnership
Group
9 Launch the Young People's City Leadership Group

Apr-15

Clarity on purpose and role and how it links to each contributing City Partnership
organisation
Clear view of model and approach for establishing the "group"
City Partnership
Partners report that the council is supporting not controlling the
establishment
thefirst
"group"
Group
in place of
and
formal meeting held.
Strategic Director People

Feb-15
Apr-15
Jun-15
Dec-15

Apr-15
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COMMUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIP

Action
10 Agree ToR, meetings, membership, governance and supporting infrastructure for
leadership group and interface with Young People's City Leadership Group
11 Launch event of the City Partnership
City Vision
12 Provide practical support and input to the development of the city vision, including
designated link officers
13 Contribute to joint collation and analysis of existing research and assessments to
provide intelligence basis for macro city vision
14 Develop working / draft vision for city and consider how this relates to each
organisation's existing priorities and plans
15 Agree a macro vision for the whole city
16 Develop and agree plan to deliver the city vision
Partnership Approach
17 Designate a full time lead officer for partnerships to provide requisite focus and
profile for partnership approach
18 Set out a council statement of intent for partnership working
19 Co-design and develop draft partnership values and explore how they can be
practically applied and measured
20 Joint map of existing partnerships and groups to support city partnership group in
creating networks and facilitating dialogue
21 Agree and communicate shared partnership values
22 Design and undertake a 360 degree review of the council to seek feedback from
partners on performance and approach
23 Joint evaluation of partnership values - are they understood and visible
24 Undertake a review of individual partnerships - mission, objectives and purpose - in
light of city vision and agree recommendations for improvement
25 Design and agree principles, approach and framework for peer assessment of
partnerships
26 Implement partnership performance framework

COMMUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIP
Timescale
Summer 15
Summer 15
Spring 15

Measures
Responsible
Terms of reference signed off with appropriate linkages to Young City Partnership
People's City Leadership Group
Group in place
City Partnership
Draft vision developed and consulted on
Statement of intent / key actions formally agreed

"City Leadership Group"

Spring 15
Summer 15
Dec-15
Jan-16

Macro vision agreed and communicated
Clarity on how each organisation will contribute to achieving the
shared vision

Mar-15

Named lead and resources committed

Chief Executive

Mar-15
Summer 15

Statement published
Values drafted with clear evaluation criteria

Chief Executive
City Partnership

Summer 15

Clear landscape of existing partnership

City Partnership

Sep-15
Oct-15

Values communicated and published
Feedback collated and analysed - agreed responses

City Partnership
City Partnership

Mar-16
May-16

Understanding of further work required to embed values
All partnerships have a clear understanding of their contribution
to the city vision

City Partnership
City Partnership

May-16

As above

City Partnership

Jun-16

Framework in place

City Partnership
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